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Abstract: Software security is an ongoing problem, largely due to a lack of security knowledge among
software developers from diverse backgrounds. To counter this, security experts are attempting to
offer a broad range of knowledge resources to enlighten developers about increasing cybersecurity
threats. Unfortunately, the abundance of knowledge resources does not seem to have much of an
impact on reducing the issue of software security. The ineffective teaching and learning approaches
for software security have created difficulties for developers in learning security knowledge. This
research employs a four-cycle of Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) to integrate necessary
elements in the development of a context-based learning system for security education and learning.
The final artifact is an ontology-based web application that facilitates a contextualized learning
process by providing security knowledge through contextual software cases. Through evaluation in
pedagogical and software development environments, it is proven to contribute a viable solution to
the problem domain. While these results are positive, the innovative context-based artifact benefits
not only the domain of software engineering but also other educational fields, such as information
security and computer security.
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1. Introduction

As the digital space grows ever more impactful, there has never been a better time to
become a software developer. A Stack Overflow survey [1] reported that of over 80,000
people surveyed, nearly 60% had acquired coding skills through online resources. Younger
respondents tend to learn from online courses, forums, and other online resources. Older
respondents, on the other hand, learned from more traditional mediums like school and
books. This demonstrates the versatility and opportunities present in software development
and presents an encouraging landscape for newcomers: learning opportunities are plentiful
and accessible. Despite a large number of self-taught developers, many lack important
fundamentals when it comes to secure software and computer operations. This deficiency
is also present in curricula of computer science and software engineering, which struggle to
equip students with essential knowledge of software security. Veracode and DevOps.com
research [2] determined that a surprisingly small percentage of undergraduate computer
science programs require security coursework (2.8%) and just 24% of college-educated
developers reported taking such courses as part of their education [3]. Without fundamen-
tal security knowledge (the terms “security knowledge,” “secure software knowledge,”
and “software security knowledge” are used as inclusive terms in this thesis; they all refer
to knowledge of engineering software that allows one to ensure that software continues
to function correctly under malicious attacks), developers can still set up their software
as intended; however, they may not have the capacity to detect issues when coding mal-
functions or recognize vulnerabilities upon discovery. Consequently, late identification
of security weaknesses can result in delayed product launches, last-minute fixes, and
potentially insecure applications entering the market [4].
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For developers to stay informed on the latest security trends and developments,
security communities and industries have made an abundance of learning materials avail-
able, ranging from checklists to best practices. Sources that developers can use to access
these materials include books, online resources (videos, blogs, or forums), or even scien-
tific databases. However, being able to understand this content requires having a strong
foundation in basic security education: without this understanding, it can be difficult for
developers to identify the relevant information among countless online resources. Over
the past few years, there has been exponential growth in learning resources, creating a
surplus of information. This puts learners under an excessive cognitive burden that hinders
their ability to learn quickly and easily from multiple sources [5,6]. Research suggests
that learners’ attitudes toward learning tend to diminish over the course of a session, due
to an overloaded mental state [7]. Currently, available security learning materials are
satisfactory in terms of structure yet somewhat limited in scope and inflexible in meeting
individual preferences. Conventional teaching approaches in the field of software security
often focus on specific security topics, following a structured and logical order that begins
with abstract security concepts and theories. Without contextualizing the knowledge,
learners may struggle to connect it with their existing programming knowledge, making it
difficult for them to apply the necessary skills when faced with real-world security issues
or scenarios. Consequently, they might consider secure software development too difficult
to attempt [8,9].

Researchers have suggested that learners require motivation and access to appropriate
teaching facilities for effective learning to take place [10]. To address these needs, an
engaged learning environment can be developed. Doing so fosters intrinsic motivation in
students and increases the chances that teaching will be successful. According to Jonassen
and Land [11], “Learners must be introduced to the context of the problem and its relevance,
and this must be done in a way that motivates and engages them”. Context and the
particulars of that context can provide a powerful motivation for learning [12]. Numerous
studies have indicated that studying from a context and then abstracting the knowledge
gained to be able to use it in a new context is a common way of learning programming that
has been observed extensively in both new and experienced programmers [9,13].

To address the security challenges in software development environments, this re-
search proposes a context-based learning approach. We developed an online learning
platform in which security knowledge can be contextualized in a way that makes sense
to programmers, thus enhancing their understanding. We hypothesize that through the
integration of context-based learning methods, the application of this learning tool is
anticipated to enhance software developers’ learning experience in security.

To achieve the research objectives, three main research questions (RQs) are formulated
to guide the research activities.

RQ 1: How can context-based approaches be applied in software security to motivate
learners and improve learning outcomes?

While traditional security instruction design struggles to foster successful learning
outcomes, context-based teaching and learning have demonstrated promise in a variety of
scientific learning environments. This research proposes to investigate the effectiveness of
a context-based approach for software security learning, to understand the ability it has
to motivate students. We want to understand how currently available concepts can be
developed and applied to effectively teach and learn software security knowledge.

RQ 2: What approach can be taken to develop an ontology that effectively manages
contextualized knowledge related to software security?

This research has been designed to assist with knowledge management in security
learning by remodeling security knowledge so that it can be retrieved in consideration of
real-world cases. Ontologies provide an ideal foundation for this project, as they enable the
capture and construction of domain knowledge, along with the representation of a skeletal
framework [14]. To answer our research question, we will first address the design pattern
of an ontology to manage contextualized and theoretical security knowledge. We then
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intend to apply ontology evaluation techniques to assess the ontological artifact’s feasibility
and applicability in constructing an ontology-based learning system.

RQ 3: What strategies can be employed to build a learning system for software security
that incorporates contextualized content, and what impact does this system have on the
overall learning outcomes?

RQ 2 and RQ 3 examine the proposed context-based learning approach and ontological
knowledge base, respectively, while RQ 4 details how to develop a web-based software
security learning system that utilizes the developed ontology as its foundation. To bring this
proof-of-concept system to a more generalized proof-of-use assessment, an implementation
must be completed in various situations, with consideration of whether or not it solves the
problem at hand.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, in Section 2,
we introduce the scientific background and relative work. Section 3 describes the overall
design consideration of the proposed learning artifact. Section 4 presents the research
methodology and the research design, followed by a discussion in Section 5. We describe
the threats to the validity of this research work in Section 6. Lastly, Section 7 presents the
conclusions and future research opportunities.

2. Scientific Background and Related Work
2.1. Convention Software Security Teaching and Learning

In the learning process, learning materials are one of the main factors to be considered
by the instructor because they can contribute to the acceptance of students of the knowl-
edge presented. Learning material can consist of various forms and formats depending
on the teaching methods. When most institutions plan and develop security learning
materials, either textbooks, lectures, or online courses, they commonly use conventional
approaches to guide the process. Such conventional learning materials and approaches are
commonly made up of two distinct methods: black-hat concepts and white-hat concepts
(offense/defense, construction/destruction) [15]. Figure 1 illustrates the two types of learn-
ing materials. The black hat/white hat concepts apply the classic western “bad guy/good
guy” concept to software security. A black hat refers to a hacker who tries to break into
a system with malicious intent. Black-hat actions include destructive activities such as
attacks and exploits [15]. Using a black-hat approach in software security implies thinking
proactively about ways that a system could be exploited. A white hat refers to an individual
who identifies a vulnerability in a system and reports it to the system owners. White-hat
actions include constructive activities such as design, defense, and functionality [15]. Using
a white-hat approach in software development includes building defense into a system,
often using information from a black-hat history.
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The conventional learning materials typically address particular security topics, and
the starting point of instructions consists of basic security concepts and theories, which
are taught in a logical order and structure. Moreover, these learning materials are often
written in the form of a reference manual or a guide to a particular security certification,
which is more effective in training security experts. However, it is difficult for developers to
correlate what they are learning to their programming experience and, further, to link the
security knowledge to real software scenarios. In this approach, the interests and thoughts
of developers and the knowledge they already possess are not taken into account, which
could lead to forced concept development and misconceptions. An ideal learning process
should therefore also be guided by the motives, skills, and pre-knowledge of students.
Since security learners have to demonstrate the applicability of the knowledge through
experience to understand their practical use [15], the learning materials presented must
provide meaning for learners, allowing them to learn security principles close to real-world
situations that are of particular interest to them.

2.2. Context-Based Teaching and Learning

According to Dey [16], “context is a set of information used to characterize a situa-
tion of an entity”. In the real world, context is a complex description of the knowledge
shared in physical, historical, and other circumstances where actions or events happen [12].
Brézillon [17] points out that knowledge comes from a variety of contexts that cannot
be accurately understood without context. The context can provide a major meaning to
knowledge, promoting a more effective comprehension of a determined situation in col-
laborative work [18]. In field observations of the usage of an organizational knowledge
management system that stores knowledge about UNIX problems, Ackerman [19] found
that users chose not to use the solution provided by the system because they could not
determine the appropriateness of the solution without knowing the context in which the
solution has been applied, such as the size of the UNIX installation and the organizational
setting. Addressing this shortcoming requires knowledge built around real-world scenarios
that actively engage learners [8,20].

Context can increase the information content of natural language utterances and
facilitate learning [21,22]. Psychology and education researchers have demonstrated that
when knowledge is learned in a context similar to that in which the skills will be needed,
the application of the learning to the new context may be more likely [16,23]. Predmore [24]
showed that learning about knowledge content through real-world experience is important
because “once [students] can see the real-world relevance of what they’re learning, they
become interested and motivated.” The book How People Learn [25] also pointed out that
motivation is critical for learning, enabling knowledge transfer to occur. If students do not
learn the material well in the first place, they cannot possibly transfer it to new situations. As
stated in the book “Learners of all ages are more motivated when they can see the usefulness
of what they are learning and when they can use that information to do something that has
an impact on others”.

Context-based learning approaches aim to bring science learning closer to the lives
and interests of learners and to illustrate how using familiar contexts can increase their
interest in science and therefore enhance their understanding [26]. Researchers have identified
several interrelated problems and challenges in science education and learning that context-
based learning approaches intend to address: (a) curricula are overloaded [27,28]; (b) too
many isolated facts and concepts prevent students from developing a worthwhile “mental
model” [29], and (c) an excessive emphasis on correct explanations and solid foundations
leaves students confused about reasons for learning science [27,30]. Given the ongoing
challenges in security education, context-based learning appears to hold promise in addressing
the specific needs of software security education. This approach is not new, and education
researchers have emphasized learning in context over the years; however, such approaches are
not embraced in practice in the domain of software security, and much remains to be learned
about designing learning support artifacts for use in context-based education.
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2.3. Tool-Based Support for Learning Software Security

Some efforts have been made to enhance software security education and learning
using tool-based learning approaches. In this section, various types of security education
tools from the literature are briefly introduced.

Atsuo Hazeyama et al. [31,32] proposed an artifact-driven learning process for soft-
ware security as well as an online learning environment utilizing a body of knowledge for
security education. In the learning process, learners conduct secure software development
by inputting artifacts that were created in a traditional software engineering course, such
as requirements specification, use case diagram, and test specification. The learning flow
considers security after considering the functional requirements of a system. The designed
learning environment provides functionalities for maintaining artifacts that are inputs
for learning about software security and outputs from that learning, furthermore giving
relationships between artifacts and reference information. Learners proceed to learn about
software security by referring to the available information.

In addition to online programs, the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) plug-
in has been applied to teaching students or programmers about security awareness. The
University of North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC) has designed and developed an Educa-
tional Security in the Integrated Development Environment (ESIDE) plug-in for Eclipse
(Eclipse is an integrated development environment used in computer programming. It
contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environ-
ment: https://www.eclipse.org, accessed on 2 November 2022) that delivers real-time
secure programming instructional support as students write code [33,34], similar to the
underline in a word processing spell checker. The tool is designed to improve student
awareness and understanding of security vulnerabilities and to increase the utilization
of secure programming techniques in assignments. ESIDE aims to provide educational
interventions for more advanced students (a senior and masters-level web development
course) [33], and the tool only works on Eclipse IDE for Java and cannot support other
platforms, for example the Android IDE.

Visualization is another approach in teaching software security courses, which heavily
uses images, diagrams, or animations to communicate messages [35]. To integrate visu-
alization techniques into classroom instruction, Yuan [36] developed three visualization
and animation tools that demonstrate various information security concepts. The infor-
mation security concepts illustrated include packet sniffer and related computer network
concepts, the Kerberos authentication architecture, and wireless network attacks, through
the usage of Macromedia’s Flash software. Bishop et al. [37] have developed a Concept
Map (http://spc.cs.ucdavis.edu/index.php/conceptmap, accessed on 2 November 2022)
of secure programming to visualize the relevant body of knowledge, which assists students
in understanding complex concepts, principles, and ideas and the important relationships
between them. Their concept maps are assessments designed to identify students’ mis-
conceptions; the questions, scoring procedures, and interpretations are consistent and in
adherence with a predetermined standard. The results from the concept map are primarily
intended to improve pedagogy, though the results can be used to help instructors make
comparisons of teaching over time.

Furthermore, video games (game-based learning), such as CyberCIEGE [38] and
hACMEgane [39], are approaches taken to stem the declining interest and enrollment
in computing courses, where students explore relevant security aspects of games in a
learning context designed by the instructor. CyberCIEGE (https://my.nps.edu/web/c3o/
cyberciege, accessed on 2 November 2022) is a free tool that can be downloaded from the
Internet for that purpose. Students can build their networking environment virtually and
learn the possible threats that affect their network based on their design. Through available
security scenarios, students will learn security through the consequences of their choice
while they build their network. In hACMEgame, games are organized as a series of levels
where the player must overcome a set of challenges to unlock access to the next level. Each
level focuses on a set of well-known security vulnerabilities.

https://www.eclipse.org
http://spc.cs.ucdavis.edu/index.php/conceptmap
https://my.nps.edu/web/c3o/cyberciege
https://my.nps.edu/web/c3o/cyberciege
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The web-based security learning tool proposed in this paper differentiates from the
previous works in two main aspects:

(1) The tool is context-based, in which context-based learning is facilitated in the
learning process.

(2) The tool is ontology-based, in which the security knowledge is modeled with contex-
tual situations and incorporates theoretical knowledge to complement the
concrete description.

3. Design Consideration

The basic concept of the contextualized security learning system is to facilitate the
contextual learning process by providing contextualized access to security knowledge
through real software application scenarios. Figure 2 depicts the design consideration
of the proposed contextualized learning system for software security. To develop this
kind of learning system, we first proposed a context-based learning approach as the main
pedagogy. This will foster a deeper understanding of security through established contexts.
To collect and utilize context-sensitive security information, it is necessary to embrace a
wide range of knowledge while maintaining comprehendible formatting. As such, building
a comprehensive knowledge base is paramount. To address these needs, an ontology-
based knowledge model has been implemented, as it facilitates the capture of domain
knowledge and provides an integrated hub with which to represent the core data [14].
The proposed learning approach regulates contextualized learning process about software
security, outlines the requirements for developing such user interfaces for knowledge
presentation, and provides design guidance for security knowledge modeling.
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4. Research Methodology

The development of the proposed learning system falls within the Design Science Re-
search (DSR) methodology genre, which focuses on the development of an applicable and
practical artifact, rather than on the creation of a design theory [40]. The study objective of
DSR is the creation and use of artifacts that can advance individual as well as organizational
and societal flourishing. DSR combines applied design with the generation of theoretical
knowledge in the pursuit of problem-solving. It tackles real problems that rarely have optimal
solutions and instead defines and pursues goals that provide satisfactory solutions [41]. Thus,
based on the research objectives and considering the practical tasks when designing artifacts,
DSR was adopted as the main research methodology in this research.

For communication and to provide a comprehensible level of rigor in the design
description, we followed the Design Science Research Methodology Process Model (DSRM
process model to conduct this project, depicted in Figure 3) provided by Peffers et al. [42],
which outlines pragmatic disciplines of the main considerations for successfully conducting
DSR [40] and, most importantly, provides a clear and flexible process for conducting
rigorous design science research. The activities of the DSRM process model are (1) the
identification of problems and motivation, (2) the definition of the objectives of a solution,
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(3) design and development, (4) demonstration, (5) evaluation, and (6) communication.
In a DSR project, the research process frequently iterates between the development and
evaluation phases rather than flowing in a waterfall fashion from one phase to the next [43].
Hevner et al. [44] (p. 89) term this iteration the “generate/test cycle.”
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The DSRM process model was implemented in our research with a multi-iteration
approach to ensure validity within a naturalistic setting involving potential users and
domain experts. These iterations constituted individual design cycles (Figure 4) that
allowed us to improve the artifact accordingly. With the given research problem and
triggered motivation (addressed in Section 1), a four-design-cycle activity was carried out,
in which each design cycle (DC) contained the following steps: objectives for a solution,
design and development, demonstration, and evaluation. Rather than one evaluation at
the end of the whole design process, in this research project, the artifact generated in each
design cycle was put through a dedicated evaluation process to concretely testify to its
validity. Further, each design cycle derived not only a designed artifact but also knowledge
contributions consisting of communication and formalized learning.
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4.1. DC1: A Context-Based Learning Approach for Software Security
4.1.1. Objective and Solution

The primary objective of the initial design cycle was to propose and evaluate a teaching
and learning approach that serves as a suitable artifact in the instruction of software security
knowledge. To this end, a context-based learning approach was first proposed, adopted
from concepts of context-based learning and literature from psychology and education.

4.1.2. Design and Development

The proposed context-based approach includes three main strategies, illustrated in
Figure 5. First, contextualized learning often takes the form of real-world examples or problem
situations that are meaningful to the learners personally [45]. In the case of security knowledge,
we suggest initiating learning by introducing a meaningful contextual framework that orients
the student to software programming to effectively develop their security understanding.
The application context design is intended to encourage drawing on learners’ pre-existing
software programming knowledge and anchor their security knowledge.
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The second strategy is to structure the knowledge in a manner that encourages the
development of mental models and improves the efficiency of learning. This strategy aims
to allow learners to better access pertinent vulnerabilities, risks, and preventative measures
in the required context. Generally, we encourage learners to answer three questions for each
contextual scenario. These include (1) What types of attacks are prominent? (2) Why does
this context have such attacks? And (3) How can these attacks be managed or avoided?
Through exploring what–why–how questions, relationships between security concepts
become clear, thereby aiding in the development of a more comprehensive mental model.

The third strategy to use in learning is guiding learners from context to abstraction.
Abstract knowledge is based on underlying principles and is often derived from repeated
contextual learning and problem-solving, which helps to cultivate skills that can be trans-
ferred to new situations. When concrete knowledge is associated with abstract information,
learners can observe the relationship between practical and abstract concepts in tangible
applications. For knowledge transfer to be effective, both the concrete aspects and the
underlying abstraction must be fully understood by students. In this way, results can be
seamlessly transferred from one context to another [46].

4.1.3. Demonstration and Evaluation

To prove the efficacy of our new context-based security learning method, we employ
these three strategies to design and build materials concerning Web Application Security,
with two particular vulnerabilities chosen—Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection. Figure 6
shows a simplified version of the learning material created for SQL injection; this was
achieved using our proposed learning approach. The artifact was further evaluated to prove
its effectiveness in improving learners’ learning outcomes in studying software security.
The evaluation method adopted in this design cycle is a controlled quasi-experiment with
42 Bachelor students in the setting of a university learning environment. The method of
experiments allows researchers to achieve high internal validity by carefully controlling the
conditions under which an experiment is carried out [47]. The experiment was conducted
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in two rounds, in which the students were divided into two groups and given different
types of learning materials: conventional (as depicted in Figure 1) and context-based
(Ref. Figure 6).
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To evaluate the system’s effectiveness, two instruments were employed: pre- and post-
tests and survey questionnaires. Pre- and post-tests measure knowledge gain, while the latter
instrument collects feedback responses. Table 1 presents the means analysis of the student’s
knowledge gained on the pre- and post-tests in each round of the experiment, including the
mean scores and standard deviations. The results of the comparative means analysis show that
there was a positive knowledge gain (i.e., post-test to pre-test score) for both groups in both
rounds. However, the group using context-based learning materials had higher achievement
levels than the group using conventional materials (Round 1: 9.54 vs. 2.75; Round 2: 10.91 vs.
4.50). To determine whether there was a significant difference between the initial knowledge
of the two groups of students, we performed an independent sample t-test on the pre-test
scores (Table 2). According to the statistical result, the significant (2-tailed) value in both
two rounds is above 0.05 (0.137 and 0.534, respectively), which implies that there were no
significant differences between the two groups in terms of the pre-test scores (i.e., the initial
knowledge), and the significance of the knowledge gain can be concluded.

Table 1. Comparative means analysis of students’ performance on the pre- and post-tests.

Round
Group A Group B

N Mean SD N Mean SD

1

Pre-test 20 26.75 5.20 22 24.32 5.19

Post-test 20 29.50 6.90 22 33.86 4.86

Knowledge gain 2.75 9.54

2

Pre-test 20 21.75 8.78 22 20.00 9.26

Post-test 20 26.25 6.90 22 30.91 8.54

Knowledge gain 4.50 10.91
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Table 2. Independent sample t-test results for the post-test scores in the first round.

Levine’s Test t-Test

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-Tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference

Pre-Test

1st round
Equal variances assumed 0.238 0.628 1.516 40 0.137 2.432 1.604

Equal variances not assumed 1.516 39.601 0.138 2.432 1.605

2nd round
Equal variances assumed 0.012 0.913 0.627 40 0.534 1.750 2.791

Equal variances not assumed 0.629 39.921 0.533 1.750 2.784

The learning satisfaction for the two learning materials is represented as a radar
chart with six axes (Figure 7). The evaluation of learning satisfaction shows that the
students showed higher overall learning satisfaction with the context-based knowledge
approach than with conventional approaches. As depicted in the chart, the context-based
learning material had overall higher learning satisfaction mean scores than the conventional
materials in terms of the six satisfaction factors.
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4.2. DC 2: A Context-Based Ontology for Managing Contextualizing Security Knowledge
4.2.1. Objective and Solution

Taking the proposed learning approach into further design consideration, DC 2 focused
on the artifact of the ontological knowledge model. Ontologies play the role of a binding
factor that brings various knowledge items and processes together to provide a richer and
more integrated view of the knowledge domain to the learners [48]. In our contextualized
learning system, the ontology gives an explicit definition of the shared conceptualiza-
tion of the software-security domain and assembling learning contents. It also supports
effective knowledge acquisition and creation processes in the learning environment. There-
fore, ontology is treated as a key component of the knowledge management perspective.
In this regard, having a distinct design cycle to validate this component was necessary.
The objectives of DC 3 were three-fold, (1) to design and construct an ontological knowl-
edge base to manage contextualized knowledge, (2) to validate the feasibility of ontology,
and (3) to visualize the knowledge representation as a pre-study for DC 3.

4.2.2. Design and Development

Our ontology is designed to facilitate linkages between software cases and contextual
security knowledge by leveraging application contexts. From the security domain model,
we use common vocabulary to denote meaningful concepts relevant to security. Depending
on what is needed for the project, these terms can then be extracted and implemented
into our ontology. The design of the ontology was divided into four perspectives, by the
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strategies of said learning strategies: an application context perspective, software tech-
nology perspective, abstract security knowledge perspective, and contextualized security
knowledge perspective. The overall ontology of the four perspectives is illustrated in
Figure 8, and the details of each perspective are described below.
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• Application context perspective.

Security knowledge contextualization is supported by the creation of contextual cases
in different application contexts. The application context is a collection of characteristics,
which describe the properties of a software application. In the ontology, we model char-
acteristics that are highly relevant for retrieval of security knowledge within a software
application, concerning four perspectives: Software Category, Business Domain, Software
Technology, and Functionality.

• Software technology perspective.

The software technology perspective describes techniques and tools that support
building and running a software application, covering Programming Language, Frame-
work, Component, and Library. This perspective is constructed as a technology repository,
which includes elements in defining the application context (i.e., the used programming
language and the technology framework) and, meanwhile, provides reusable resources
(i.e., technology libraries) in describing contextualized security knowledge.

• Abstract security knowledge perspective.

The abstract security knowledge perspective describes the security knowledge that is
an object of teaching through a set of concepts (topics to be taught). We identified three
security concepts that are most widely used throughout the security domain and need
to be concentrated on learning about security attacks, security weaknesses, and security
practices. From a security conceptualization point of view, we only want to indicate which
principles or abstract ideas are needed, not their practical implementation. Therefore, we
describe security knowledge in this model at a level of abstraction. The instances of these
classes specify only the fundamental characteristics of the security concepts, not specific
software application aspects. The main advantage of this design is to share a common
understanding of conceptual security knowledge among different security contexts.
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• Contextualized security knowledge perspective.

The abstract security knowledge needs to be put in context so that it can adapt itself
to different situations of software development. In this regard, security contextualization
knowledge describes security knowledge in the context of a specific case and brings together
abstract knowledge. The included security concepts are aligned with those defined in the
security domain model, which are security attacks, security weaknesses, and security
practices. The term contextualization is used here to describe the process of drawing
specific connections between security domain knowledge being taught and an application
context in which the conceptual knowledge can be relevantly applied or illustrated.

4.2.3. Demonstration and Evaluation

The ontology was constructed and demonstrated by Protégé Editor [49] with Ontology
Web Language (OWL) and then validated through a three-phase evaluation process [50].
First, the ontology structure, including concept definitions and relations, was reviewed and
analyzed by an internal security professional within NTNU who provided the competencies
using a computer/cybersecurity and ontology building method and analysis. The ontology
structure, including concept definitions and relations, were reviewed and analyzed. In
phase 2, the ontology was evaluated by answering competency questions against its initial
requirements. One exemplary question is: What are the available software scenarios given in
the functionality “Generating output in web pages using user-supplied data”, PHP language, and
MySQL database? When searching the ontology, we use the SPARQL protocol [51] to extract
information from the RDF graph. After the domain expert’s review and a competency-
question examination, we took a further application-based evaluation approach [52,53] by
plugging the ontology into an application for validating its applicability.

4.3. DC 3: An Ontology-Based Contextualized Learning System for Software Security
4.3.1. Objective and Solution

The third design cycle aimed to construct a contextualized learning system for soft-
ware security. This proposed framework acted as a proof-of-concept for security educators,
demonstrating an ontology-driven web application that could enable context-based learn-
ing. The artifacts designed in DC 1 and DC 2 were integrated to create the appropriate
system: the formerly provided representation of security knowledge and an embedded
learning process, while the latter acted as the kernel knowledge base.

4.3.2. Design and Development

This proof-of-concept learning system featured a two-tier system architecture, depicted
in Figure 9. The front end was a web-based user interface built with HTML, JavaScript,
and JQuery. This is where users interacted with their learning content. On the backend,
an Apache Tomcat server supported Java technologies like Servlets, JSP, and AJAX to
manage application logic. For the implementation of our security knowledge base, we
employed ontology technologies. An administrator used Protégé Editor to create and
manage the ontology, and an OWL file was hosted on a web server. The use of these tools
enabled us to successfully develop our proposed security knowledge base. To extract data
from the ontology repository, Apache Jena API (https://jena.apache.org/, accessed on
2 November 2022) was chosen to be the core technology. Jena is an open-source Semantic
Web framework for Java. It helps developers develop code that handles Semantic Web
building blocks such as RDF and OWL in line with published W3C recommendations
(https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/, accessed on 2 November 2022).

https://jena.apache.org/
https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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The prototype system’s user interface is depicted in Figure 10, showcasing HTML
output in a web application context. The educational process commences with concrete
information that learners are familiar with, eventually morphing into comprehension of
abstract concepts. This scenario serves as the launch point for teaching security concepts to
users on a need-to-know basis and displaying the exemplified knowledge. Depending on
the sought-after knowledge, learners choose pertinent criteria from the application-context
menu to tailor the learning environment.
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Figure 10. The proof-of-concept learning system.

To help learners access contextualized knowledge in a timely and effective manner,
they must understand the relationship between security concepts. On the one hand, they
should be able to grasp which causes and effects are pertinent to the material they are
studying. This clarity of association allows learners to comprehend their learning content.

On the other hand, students must be able to synthesize the semantic value of knowl-
edge structures into their cognitive schemata to facilitate efficient learning. For this purpose,
we outline the learning contents in a graphical Concept Map, which shows in the left-corner
part of the screen. The concept map utilizes a concrete-to-abstract presentation struc-
ture, making relevant knowledge easily accessible. When clicking on a node, detailed
information is made available on the right side of the screen. The top portion displays
contextualized knowledge, while underneath it offers an abstract explanation for further
clarity. Concrete representations can be used to develop a stronger understanding of
security domain knowledge. These could include realistic simulations of exploits and
attacks, identifying mistakes in source code, and learning about secure coding practices
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for remediation. Learners progress from the concrete to the abstract as they move through
their educative experience, with dynamic application scenarios integrated into the security
domain knowledge.

4.3.3. Demonstration and Evaluation

• Preliminary evaluation.

An experiment in a university learning environment was conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed learning system. The participants were 36 Bachelor’s students
from two main study programs, IT operations in information security and Programming.
The participants were randomly assigned to either control or experimental groups. The
students in the experimental groups were treated with the proposed learning system while
the control group adopted conventional learning materials. This experiment employed
pre-test/post-test and questionnaires to measure students’ security knowledge gain and
their learning satisfaction, respectively.

During the experiment, two groups of students (18 students each) took 15 min to
complete the pre-test sheet before studying the learning materials using the treatments
assigned to them. The learning session lasted for one hour. After completing the learning
session, which lasted for one hour, all students participated in a post-test exam. In addi-
tion to the exam, students who used the learning system also completed questionnaires.
Table 3 reveals the mean analysis of students’ performance on the pre- and post-test, in-
cluding the mean scores and knowledge gain. Students’ learning satisfaction with using
the learning system is presented in Table 4. The result of the experimental evaluation
showed its usefulness and feasibility because it shed some light on the potential benefits of
context-based learning. First, with the support of contextualized learning, the experimental
group students yielded significantly better performance than those in the control group
in terms of security knowledge gain. Second, according to the results of the questionnaire
survey, the students expressed higher learning satisfaction with the learning system using
contextualized security knowledge than conventional learning materials. Moreover, most
students were very interested in the proposed learning system, and all agreed that this
approach could ease the information load effectively.

Table 3. The evaluation of students’ learning satisfaction with the learning system.

Mean Std. Deviation

Control Group

Pre-Test 30.00 11.757

Post-Test 40.28 9.922

Knowledge Gain 10.28

Experimental Group

Pre-Test 30.83 11.789

Post-Test 46.94 7.503

Knowledge Gain 16.11

Table 4. The evaluation of students’ learning satisfaction with the learning system.

Category Question Mean

System Operation

I agree that the applied learning technique in the system is novel and it can assist my learning. 4.11

I am very clear about the learning procedure embedded in the system. 4.00

The system organizes security knowledge in a structured and collected manner. 4.21

The knowledge content provided by the system is easy to understand. 4.00

I think that the system is useful for learning security knowledge. 4.05

Average 4.07
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Table 4. Cont.

Category Question Mean

Learning Attitude

The system helps me deepen the memorized impression of the learning subject. 4.11

The system helps me relate security knowledge to what I knew or experienced before. 4.16

The system reduces the difficulty of learning secure programming. 4.11

I find that at times studying the learning materials gives me a feeling of personal satisfaction. 4.05

The system helps me foster a positive attitude toward learning security knowledge. 4.00

Average 4.09

• Evaluation in open-source software development environments.

As the concept of software development has changed over the past few years, it
is important to look into research topics within the field in which the software security
learning process is embedded and implemented. Examining specific fields critically can
help us in making informed decisions regarding software security. In this regard, the context
of open-source software (OSS) development was chosen. OSS has had a growing impact on
society and today’s ICT systems: approximately 80% of companies run their operations
on OSS [54], and 96% of applications utilize OSS as software components [55]. The Linux
Foundation (the Linux Foundation (LF) is a non-profit technology consortium founded
in 2000 as a merger between Open Source Development Labs and the Free Standards
Group to standardize Linux) reported that the Linux kernel has committed over 25 million
lines of code from over 33,000 open source contributors [3]. However, over 80% of OSS
project maintainers and users believe developers should own security, but they are not
well-equipped, according to the State of Open Source Security Report—2019 [56].

The objectives of the fourth design cycle were to test and validate the beta version of
the learning system with software developers in OSS development projects. We aimed to
answer the research question: To what extent does the proposed security learning system affect
the learning outcome in OSS development environments?

The ontology was prepared with real-world scenarios from a web application, specifi-
cally an e-Store system with development in both PHP and Java. The web application was
created by the author to facilitate demonstration and learning material creation. The learn-
ing system was then deployed to the internet and tested by open-source developers. The
evaluation phase included an online questionnaire to capture individual user perceptions
of the learning system. Participants provided both quantitative and qualitative responses
regarding system features, embedded learning approach, weaknesses, and strengths of
the system. Twenty-one voluntary participants from GitHub responded to our research
invitation letters and completed this survey questionnaire. IBM SPSS software was used
to assess the reliability of the data utilizing Cronbach’s alpha for internal consistency of
the evaluation items, confirming that the scale in question is unidimensional, depicted in
Figure 11. The derived alpha value was 0.834, which was above the acceptable threshold
(0.70) suggested by Numally [57]. Thus, the survey items on the instrument are deemed
highly reliable and appropriate for such research.
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As evidenced by Figure 12, the learning approach proved successful: 91% of respon-
dents agreed that it was an efficient way to learn software security, while 85% felt the
conditions were right for effective learning. Additionally, 80% reported being drawn to this
approach and enjoyed learning software security through it. These results are encourag-
ing and demonstrate the effectiveness of this learning approach. Further analysis of the
feedback collected from respondents showed they highlighted the practicality of system
features and positively recommended its use with software scenarios featuring interactive
and contextualized security knowledge presentations. Furthermore, the approach was
deemed successful in keeping learners engaged, with positive satisfaction ratings given
for learning sessions. The results presented in this paper demonstrate that a context-based
approach is suitable for supporting developers’ training and education on software projects.
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4.4. DC 4: Revision of the Learning System and an Evaluation in a Software Company
4.4.1. Objective and Solution

Our past two empirical studies provided promising indications of the effectiveness
of a context-based learning approach in both educational and OSS development settings,
with evidence that the proposed learning system could motivate developers to learn
more about software security. Continuing this research, we conducted evaluations in an
industrial setting. Working with a Norway-based software development company, we
aimed to validate and examine our learning system, along with the contextualized learning
it incorporated.

4.4.2. Design and Development

For demonstration purposes, we refined and released a new learning system titled
“CLEAR,” an acronym for “Contextualized Learning System”. The revised user interface of
CLEAR consists of three main parts: (a) Main menu, (b) Filter, and (c) Knowledge content.
The main menu provides different perspectives for learners to access context-based security
knowledge, with perspectives that are both contextual case and technology-based. Figure 13
depicts the system from the perspective of the contextual case.
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Figure 13. CLEAR user interface (Contextual case perspective): (a) Main menu, (b) Filter, and
(c) Knowledge content.

A. Contextual case perspective

Contextual cases remain the primary source of security knowledge gained using our
platform. Selection criteria are used to guide learners in categorizing learning sessions and
filtering contextual cases for desired knowledge. To do this, a multi-level tree view menu
displays functionality cases, including authentication functions, searches, file operations,
and more. Used as an anchor event for security-learning retrieval, the contextual case is
visible throughout each learning session to help the learner make connections between
their experience and the new information they gain.

Our learning content includes four tabs: Case Description, Security Attack, Security
Weakness, and Security Practice. These tabs feature practical demonstrations of rele-
vant application functions that take learners’ prior experience into account. The three
security-related knowledge tabs follow an organized order with one another; the abstract
explanation of each learning topic can be found beneath the contextualized content. More-
over, our learning material is comprehensive and extensive; it consists of perceptually rich
details such as showcasing how security attacks work with various exploits, pinpointing
common mistakes in code, and giving secure coding practices to fix them.

Figure 14 illustrates the material shown in the three tabs. Through a focused, straight-
forward approach to presenting security-related knowledge, we can help guide learners
as they pass through various use cases by consistently asking three key questions: What
are the possible attacks? Why does it experience these attacks? How can we prevent
them? Answering these what–why–how questions encourage learners to form connections
between different security concepts and construct accurate mental models. Such mental
models, essential for effective learning, help develop focus and organization of complex
concepts [58]. After gaining general knowledge from the tabs, users can access more de-
tailed conceptual knowledge by clicking on titles. An additional mouseover text (“Click to
expand details”) has been added above each title to easily indicate which pieces of material
offer further insight (Figure 15). This combination of practical and conceptual information
helps make sense of contextualized security knowledge within its relevant domain.
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B. Technology perspective

The technology perspective provides learners with advice about software security
practices tailored to the systems, tools, and technologies they are using or considering.
Figure 16 shows a detailed view of the system from this point of view. We use the OWASP
Secure Coding Practices Quick Reference Guide [59] as our source material, which outlines
14 key areas such as input validation, output encoding, session management, and more. To
make these concepts easier to understand, we have broken them down into two groups:
components and libraries. With an emphasis on coding best practices and emerging
technologies, this approach teaches an invaluable skill set for any learner interested in
software security.
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Figure 16. System user interface (Technology perspective).

The component is the unit of functionalities described at an abstraction level, while the
library represents a collection of toolkits, functions, reusable code, and APIs used to implement
security practices. For example, in the technology of Flat PHP, developers can use libraries
filter_input() or filter_var() in the component of data filtering extensions to validate user
input. Within libraries, several concrete examples with sample code are provided, which
can be expanded and collapsed dynamically by learners (Figure 17). Researchers indicate
that programmers learning how to use a programming language or API often rely on code
examples to support their learning activities [60,61]. Code examples can come to their help
and lift the burden of solving problems on their own. Figure 18 presents the screenshots for
security practices of output encoding, data security, and session management.
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C. Demonstration and evaluation

For system demonstration, we first prepared eight cases under five critical web appli-
cation functionalities. Each case corresponds to a specific security attack. The relationship
between the functionalities, cases, and the corresponding security attacks is presented in
Table 5.

Table 5. The configuration of functions/cases and corresponding security attacks.

Functionality Case Security Attack

Generate HTML using users supplied data
User Registration Cross-site scripting

Bulletin board Cross-site scripting

Functions with users’ credentials
Change password Cross-site request forgery

Update Profile Cross-site request forgery

Access database using user-supplied data
User login SQL injection

Search email SQL injection

Include external files in HTML Switch displayed language Remote file inclusion

File operation List documents Directory traversal

To understand how a proposed learning system would play out in an industrial setting,
we conducted a case study. Case studies have the advantage of being based on real-world
scenarios, rather than purely theoretical ones. In this way, they can help bridge the gap
between proof-of-concept and actual use or value assessment [62]. The case study was
conducted at Escio, a software development company located in Norway. We recruited four
developers from Escio who were actively pursuing programming projects; all four were male
and had programming experience that ranged from one to ten years using primarily PHP
and JavaScript languages. Our objectives for the case study were twofold: (1) to evaluate and
test an alpha version of the learning system with software developers and (2) explore the
effectiveness of the proposed security learning system as well as any lessons learned.

This case study used a Mixed-Methods Research (MMR) approach in the evaluation
phase, which combines quantitative and qualitative approaches. We designed an online
questionnaire with a 5-point Likert scale to collect data on system user experience from
developers. Due to the small participant pool, these results may not be generalizable across
the population; thus, semi-structured interviews were arranged for further qualitative and
interpretive analysis. This interview format was more relaxed because the interviewer
could follow up on answers and topics of interest. All participants found this approach
useful for providing their insights.
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The evaluation period for this trial system and the learning sessions was kept short
due to the schedules of employees and the company constraints. After completion, em-
ployee feedback was collected via questionnaires and interviews. Figure 19 presents their
responses to various evaluation items. Particularly, they all had positive reviews on the con-
textual case element (Figure 19a). It garnered a score of 20 out of all evaluations—showing
its practicality to users. In interviews, many participants highlighted how having a clear
software functionality that comes with corresponding security knowledge is key to learning
about software security. Here are some reflections from those interviewed:
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“This is a good design where people can learn things from real-world cases. Secure
programming is something that you will have to understand and experience a lot. If it
comes to learning it from real-time examples, then it’s very easy as you can understand
things from your perspective.”

“We [developers] learned some surface features of security principles and concepts of how
we were taught in the school. In works, however, we need to have enough experience to
understand its application. It is very important to provide such learning experiences that
can help us solve security problems in different contexts.”

“I appreciate how it connects software behavior with relevant security information—it’s
excellent for learning.”

Participants noted the effectiveness of introducing security concepts through concrete-
to-abstract strategies when conveying information. They commented:

“When it comes to complex coding solutions, they are more easily comprehended when the
solution is presented with accompanying example code. It’s an easier way for readers to
understand how something works in comparison to reading long paragraphs of explanation.”

“I found it easier to understand the information when it was presented in a step-by-step,
concrete manner.”
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“I liked how the presenter used analogies and comparisons to help us understand the
importance of security measures.”

Figure 19b in the survey results indicates that all four items had a mean value of 4 and
that technology-driven knowledge presentation earned a maximum score of 20. Several
user comments confirmed this strong showing:

“The design of putting [programming] language and the [secure] coding practices together
servers one-stop learning for me.”

“I prefer to understand [software] security by studying the given practices of the pro-
gramming language. Especially nowadays, we developers, commonly use libraries or
functions for daily tasks. Knowing the security knowledge from the technology side is
straightforward and very efficient.”

The demonstration of security practices with software components and libraries
bundled with sample code during the course was met with high praise and appreciation
from the participants. Comments such as:

“The short snippets of source code and organization of the content made it easily digestible.”

Lastly, the results of Figure 19c show that participants were satisfied with the features
of the system. They felt that it alleviated information overload when they were learning
about software security and also allowed them to connect their prior knowledge and
experiences to concepts. All participants strongly agreed with the statement “The system
helps me relate security knowledge to what I knew or experienced before.”

Some comments about system satisfaction are listed below:

“The way of interaction is relatively simple: the designed frames lead to sufficient visual
space. Users do not need to swap between different pages.”

“Easy to use. Good information. Good readability and layout.”

5. Discussion

The merits and benefits of conducting design scientific research can be numerous for
the researcher, the community, the practice, and ever-developing science. This research
contributes to the field of software development and security education. In particular, it
sheds light on context-based support in teaching and learning software security from the
aspects of learning approaches and knowledge modeling. This section concisely describes
the contributions in terms of the initial goals and the research questions.

RQ 1: How can context-based approaches be applied in software security to motivate
learners and improve learning outcomes?

This research question addresses the DC 1 of DSR activities, seeking to develop a
novel method for software security instructional design and teaching. For this, we propose
a context-based approach that features three strategies: (1) starting from a meaningful
scenario, (2) stimulating mental models for learning, and (3) moving from abstract to
concrete knowledge. This research project investigated the effectiveness of a context-
based learning approach in the university setting through a quasi-experiment with 42
Bachelor students. The findings showed that this approach had many positive effects,
such as improved academic performance and student attitude toward software security. In
addition, the study revealed that context-based instruction was more useful for practical
problem-solving. Overall, context-based instruction can be an effective solution when
teaching courses related to software security or computer science.

RQ 2: What approach can be taken to develop an ontology that effectively manages
contextualized knowledge related to software security?

This research examines the efficacy of using an ontology to manage contextualized
knowledge in software security. Our research developed a two-model approach that
separates concrete and abstract knowledge; this hones maintenance and retrieval while
simultaneously enabling semantic interoperability. Additionally, we built the ontology
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with OWL and Protégé, allowing its use by automated tools which can provide advanced
services for security requirements and design recommendations. This ontology stands out
from other existing works in its context-oriented nature. It captures security information
based on a wide range of software features and technologies, while also providing abstract
explanations for concrete data. Additionally, ontology models security knowledge within
a contextual framework. With this ontology-based system, we hope to address existing
issues in the software security domain to provide better learning opportunities.

RQ 3: What strategies can be employed to build a learning system for software security
that incorporates contextualized content, and what impact does this system have on the
overall learning outcomes?

This research identified the need for a contextualized learning system that could
enhance software security learning. The development of this essential learning artifact
forms an integral part of this work and is key to providing more effective learning tools
in this area. This learning system integrated the effective-proof context-based learning
approach and the ontological knowledge base to facilitate the contextual retrieval of secu-
rity knowledge and contextualized learning. In such an environment, learners discover
meaningful relationships between the abstract explanation and the practical demonstration
in the context of real software applications they are already familiar with; security concepts
are internalized through the process of discovering, reinforcing, and relating.

The learning system was evaluated through a comprehensive process, including
quantifiable and qualitative testing with three separate groups: Bachelor students, OSS
developers, and industrial developers. The evaluations yielded favorable results, sug-
gesting that the proposed learning system has the potential to be an influential teaching
tool that can encourage potential users (e.g., existing and future developers) to become
educated on software security. Our research study showed that the proposed contextu-
alized learning system, CLEAR, has the potential to be an invaluable tool for software
developers. We found that participants appreciated the practicality and context-based
approach of CLEAR, which kept them interested and engaged. Furthermore, we observed
all participants achieved positive knowledge gain after using it, allowing them to effectively
resolve security issues.

6. Threats to Validity

Though this research has achieved promising results, it is important to consider its
limitations. First, our context-based approach to security learning is limited in terms of
completeness and representativeness, as the strategies and methods used were identified
based on a literature review. We tried to provide an accurate representation of context-
based learning in the field of software security; however, the understanding will always
be subjective. Since this research is based on the qualitative analysis performed by the
author, the results may be biased due to the individual’s background, culture, and personal
experiences. Given the qualitative nature of this research, it is essential to perform multiple
reviews of the learning approach. Second, the experiment was relatively short, lasting only
around 40 min per session with immediate assessment of learning outcomes. Unfortunately,
any long-term effects or knowledge retention remain unclear; extended time frames and
further assessments may be needed to assess the efficacy of learning performance over a
longer period.

The second limitation stems from the evaluation of the contextualized learning system.
The artifact developed as part of this research has been proven to be very successful, as
acknowledged by a three-phase evaluation process—an experiment in the school setting
(with bachelor students), a survey with OSS developers, and a case study in an industrial
context—the promising results may still be somewhat biased. First, this experimental
evaluation took place at a university with student volunteers enrolled in the Software
Security course. This particular sample is not necessarily representative of the population
as a whole, and the limited sample size (36) also hindered its generalizability. Second, this
study addressed the evaluation of a system in several real-world software development
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contexts, with the findings based on self-reported experiences and perceptions regarding
the proposed learning system. To ensure the accuracy of these results, it is necessary to
consider the issue of retrospective reporting. The ability to assess true interaction between
individuals and this learning system or determine actual engagement time cannot be
determined with self-reporting alone. When considering the data collected through the
survey, it should be noted that the sample size was not sufficient; with so many developers
active today, a larger pool of participants would offer more valuable insights. To gain a
better understanding of software-project dynamics, replication studies are recommended
with larger sample populations.

7. Conclusions

This paper seeks to explore education and learning surrounding software security.
Our goal is to provide an overview of existing approaches in the domain and to identify
promising directions for future research related to context-based security learning and
knowledge management strategies. Specifically, this research utilizes the Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) and employs a four-cycle approach to ensure the integra-
tion of vital components in the creation of a context-based learning system. The aim is to
restructure security knowledge and establish an effective context-based learning process
that developers and other learners can utilize to enhance their knowledge of software secu-
rity. This research work includes a comprehensive evaluation of the system’s effectiveness
in helping developers achieve expected learning outcomes and learning satisfaction. This
evaluation relied on the perspectives of potential users, including students and software
developers. Overall, this research presents concrete evidence that changing structures in
security knowledge transfer ultimately make it easier for developers to access and apply
concepts in various settings—an invaluable advantage for readily understanding mobile
app security information.

Context is critical for bridging the gap between what developers know and what they
need to understand about security. This finding tells us that when security knowledge
is presented in real-world contexts, it resonates with developers’ existing programming
experience, thus sparking their enthusiasm for learning. By altering the sequence of security
knowledge transfer, it is possible to motivate learners more effectively. Contextualized
learning approaches may be used to make security training engaging and purposeful; at the
same time, having a well-designed learning system can help support the further promotion
of this concept.

This contextualized learning technique has produced some promising results. Students
appreciated the “learning journey” aspect of the approach, and many software developers
praised the research for its ability to generate motivation in learning security knowledge.
This encouraging feedback bodes well for context-based learning methods in the field of
security education and training. Software professionals and educators are welcome to test
these complementary approaches to achieve a heightened understanding among public
audiences. We look forward to continuing our work on this system as we strive to advance
accessible security knowledge in both academic and industry settings.

7.1. Future Research Opportunities

There are numerous possible research opportunities in both these areas which could
prove to be very interesting and may yield great insights if studied. Moving forward, we
should consider developing the learning system further by exploring each of the outlined
potential research opportunities.

7.1.1. The Context-Based Learning Approach

Context-based methods present a new and innovative approach to software security
education, which has not undergone in-depth research until now. These techniques provide
the potential to bring major advancements to the surrounding field; thus, security education
could be greatly beneficial from this cutting-edge method of learning. The proposed
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research in this area looks extremely promising. This research outlines a context-based
approach that could be adapted to other educational spheres, such as information security
and computer security. Furthermore, studies on learning processes and factors potentially
influencing learning processes are still needed to develop fine-grained models of context-
based security learning. Future research could also examine the approach in combination
with the proposed teaching strategies to pilot context-based learning at various points
of the security instruction process, for example, the design of lectures and instructional
materials. Moreover, studying the long-term impact and effectiveness of context-based
learning approaches in the domain of software security would provide valuable insights.
Longitudinal studies can track knowledge retention, practical application, and overall
improvement in software security practices among learners who have undergone context-
based training. Further investigation can be conducted to explore the effectiveness of
incorporating more real-world security scenarios and practical examples into the learning
process. This would entail the creation of contextualized learning materials that leverage
artifacts generated during the software development process, such as code review results,
vulnerability scan results, penetration test findings, and other relevant data.

7.1.2. The Contextualized Learning System

This research resulted in the development of a contextualized learning system intended
to boost a context-based understanding of software security. Furthermore, research can
focus on developing intelligent adaptive learning systems that personalize the learning
experience based on individual learners’ needs, prior knowledge, and learning styles. By
tailoring the content and delivery of software security training to each learner’s context,
such systems can enhance knowledge retention and skill acquisition. Once complete, the
enhanced system will offer a comprehensive set of content for learners at various levels.
Furthermore, this research did not incorporate socio-technical methods to examine the
impact this artifact may have on organizational culture and structural formation [63–65],
which are usually used to evaluate the outcomes of new technologies at existing learning
programs. Researchers have an opportunity to close the knowledge gap by using the
learning system in OSS development environments. This system can provide security
knowledge while allowing researchers to observe changes related to security culture and
software quality. Further research with this model could also improve its usability, user
interfaces, and maintainability of security knowledge.
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